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bLARS: An Algorithm to Infer Gene
Regulatory Networks
Nitin Singh and Mathukumalli Vidyasagar
Abstract—Inferring gene regulatory networks (GRNs) from high-throughput gene-expression data is an important and challenging
problem in systems biology. Several existing algorithms formulate GRN inference as a regression problem. The available regression
based algorithms are based on the assumption that all regulatory interactions are linear. However, nonlinear transcription regulation
mechanisms are common in biology. In this work, we propose a new regression based method named bLARS that permits a variety
of regulatory interactions from a predefined but otherwise arbitrary family of functions. On three DREAM benchmark datasets, namely
gene expression data from E. coli, Yeast, and a synthetic data set, bLARS outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms in the terms of the
overall score. On the individual networks, bLARS offers the best performance among currently available similar algorithms, namely
algorithms that do not use perturbation information and are not meta-algorithms. Moreover, the presented approach can also be utilized
for general feature selection problems in domains other than biology, provided they are of a similar structure.
Index Terms—Gene regulatory network, reverse engineering algorithms, DREAM challenge, regression
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE

complex interaction of genes and their products regulates the behavior of living cells. The knowledge of
these regulatory interactions is critical to understand cellular processes and disease mechanisms. Collectively these
interactions are very often referred to as Gene Regulatory
Networks (GRNs). The advent of high-throughput techniques presents an opportunity for the construction of GRNs
in a systematic fashion. As a result, numerous GRN inference algorithms have been invented in the past decade; see
Section 1.1. These algorithms can be categorized by the techniques that are employed to formulate and solve the GRN
inference problem [1]. Some of these categories and their
representative algorithms are: mutual information (CLR [2],
ARACNE [3]), regression (TIGRESS [4]), graphical models
(Bayesian Networks[5]), correlation (Relevance Network
[6]), ensemble methods (GENIE3 [7]) and others (ANOVA
h2 [8]). Among these, the regression class of algorithms
assume that the gene expression level of a target gene is a
linear combination of the expression levels of its transcription factors. In subsequent steps, a small set of transcription
factors is selected, whose linear combination best explains
the expression of the target gene, using sparsity inducing
methods such as l1 -norm minimization. The selected genes
have the intuitive interpretation of being the transcription
factors regulating the target gene. The regression formulation is also highly parallelizable, as the resulting regression
problems can be solved independently for each target gene.
However, existing regression based methods have a major
limitation, namely: The regulation mechanism between
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every transcription factor-gene pair is assumed to be linear,
meaning that the gene expression of the gene is modeled as
as a linear function of the gene expression of the transcription factor. This assumption has a secondary consequence as
well: all transcription regulations are assumed to be of the
same type. Currently there is no simple way to accommodate
multiple types of regulation functions in the regression class
of algorithms. In contrast, biological networks are known to
exhibit a multiplicity of regulation mechanisms including
non-linear interactions. The periodic nature of the expression
of the genes involved in cell-cycle regulation is a canonical
example of nonlinear transcription regulation. Consider an
example from the yeast cell-cycle, wherein expressions of the
gene CLN3 and its transcription factor SWI5 oscillate
together with some time lag [9]. For illustrative purposes, the
expression levels of SWI5 and its target CLN3 can be modeled as functions of time by x ¼ sin t and y ¼ cos t respectively. Then a simple calculation shows that target gene
expression is a nonlinear function of the expression of its
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
transcription factor: y ¼ 1  x2 . Algorithms belonging to
other categories such as mutual information or ensemble
methods are able to accommodate different kind of transcription regulations including nonlinear functions. However, these algorithms do not yield simple and intuitive
interpretations of the transcription regulation, as offered by
the regression class of methods. This situation has motivated
us to develop a new regression based method that circumvents the limitation of all transcription regulations being
forced to be the same for all genes. Instead, a master list of
possible regulation mechanisms is chosen a priori, and
each transcription factor-gene pair is forced to choose
one interaction from this list; however, the interactions could
be different for different pairs. Thus our method allows
for the multiplicity of regulation mechanisms capturing
more biologically realistic situation, and also inherits the
intuitive interpretation of the transcription regulation from
the regression based methods. To validate this approach, we
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have benchmarked our method against the current state-ofthe-art algorithms on the benchmark DREAM5 datasets [10].
Our method shows significant performance improvement
over the winners of the DREAM5 competition.
The core of the proposed method relies on a modification
to the least angle regression (LARS) model selection algorithm [11]. The acronym bLARS stands for block-wise least
angle regression. The main idea behind the algorithm is
briefly explained here, and complete details are given in
Section 2.3. Suppose there are n candidate regulators for a
given target gene, and denote their respective gene expressions by a1 ; . . . ; an for the candidate regulators and y for the
regulated gene. The basic assumption is that the expression
of the target gene can be approximated by a linear combination of appropriate functions of the expression levels of the
candidate regulator genes. If there are k possible functions
associated with each target regulator gene, then a direct
solution would involve solving kn linear regression problems. Clearly this is not computationally feasible. In the
existing literature, this situation is tackled by further assuming that there is only one possible regulatory function for all
genes; usually this function is taken to be linear. Then a single regression problem is solved for each target gene. The
proposed method presents a strategy to circumvent this limitation, while at the same time avoiding the combinatorial
explosion of having to solve kn linear regression problems.
The idea is to enforce a constraint that for each candidate
regulator, only one of the possible regulatory functions is
chosen, while permitting different candidate regulators to
have different regulatory functions. This constraint is
enforced via a simple extension to the LARS algorithm.
Our experiments with the DREAM5 datasets show that the
proposed greedy strategy for regulator selection indeed
achieves higher overall score than any other algorithm.
Moreover, the regression formulation of GRN inference is
very similar to feature-selection problems that are frequently
encountered in the machine learning domain. Therefore, the
presented method may have potential applications in solving general feature selection problems in other areas.

1.1 Literature Review
A GRN can be conveniently represented as a weighted
directed graph, where each node represents a gene, and an
edge from node i to node j means that gene i regulates gene
j. The edge weights could correspond either to the strength
of the regulation, or to the confidence we have that the regulatory mechanism really exists. In the present setting, by
regulation we mean transcription regulation wherein the
transcription factor physically binds to its target genes to
activate or suppress their expression. However, genes can
also influence each other via various other means such as
proteins, metabolites and non-coding RNAs, to quote just a
few possibilities. These broader types of regulation are not
considered in the paper.
The early efforts to infer interactions amongst a set of
genes from high-throughput data are based on clustering.
The rationale is that genes with similar expression pattern
should be functionally related [12]. These approaches use
metrics such as the correlation coefficient or the Euclidean
distance between the expression vectors of a pair of genes
as a measure of their similarity. In these methods, only those
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edges whose correlation coefficients are more than a specified threshold value are retained. The resulting network is
referred to as a “co-expression” network. The weighted
gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) [13], [14]
advocates using soft-thresholding with sigmoid or power
functions to assign each edge a weight between 0 and 1.
Since the WCGNA method is also based on the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, it is unable to measure nonlinear
relationships between pairs of genes. Another drawback of
the WCGNA method is that it yields a complete graph
where every node is connected to every other node; therefore, one has to threshold the edge weights in order to
obtain the neighborhood of a gene, at which point WCGNA
reduces to the co-expression network algorithm. In subsequent work, an alternative statistical measure of dependence, namely mutual information, is employed to detect
dependence between a pair of genes [15]. In this paper, the
mutual information between every pair of genes is calculated and is assigned as the weight of the corresponding
edge. Then edges whose weights are less than a certain
threshold are dropped, yielding a so-called Relevance Network. The main advantage of using mutual information
over the correlation coefficient is that, whereas the correlation coefficient is invariant under any affine transformation
of the expression values, mutual information is invariant
under any monotone transformation of the data, which could
also be nonlinear. However, neither mutual information
based methods nor correlation based methods make any
distinction between direct and indirect regulation. In other
words, if gene i regulates gene j, and gene j regulates gene
k, then the mutual information between genes i and k would
also be large, even if there is no direct regulation.
Around the same time, graphical model based Bayesian
methods have also been proposed [5], [16]. In these methods, a GRN is modelled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
The DAG assumption permits the decomposition of the
joint probability distribution of all the variables as a product
of simpler joint probability distributions. However, biological networks are known to have cycles violating the Bayesian methods’ acyclicity assumption.
The shortcomings of these methods led to the development of the next generation of methods such as CLR [2] and
ARACNE [3] that allow cycles in the inferred GRN, and
also make a distinction between direct and indirect regulation. Both of these methods use mutual information as the
dependence measure between a pair of genes by treating
their steady state expressions as random variables. However, instead of taking the raw mutual information score
between a pair of genes, CLR computes a normalized
z-score between every gene pair under the background distribution of mutual information scores of all of its neighbors.
This step is performed to keep only the edges that show
higher than the background distribution of the mutual
information in the vicinity. On the other hand, ARACNE
employs the data processing inequality [17, p. 34] to prune
the edges of the GRN by considering all possible triplets of
genes. Both of these methods build upon [15] and have been
proved to be quite popular. Though these methods allow
the GRN to contain cycles, the resulting GRNs are
undirected graphs, because the mutual information is a
symmetric quantity. This means that the presence of an
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edge between a pair of genes does not have any indication
of the direction. In [3], the pairs of genes studied consist of
one known transcription factor and another gene; therefore
the direction of the regulation, if it exists, can be inferred.
However, in the cases when the objective is to construct
genome-wide regulatory networks where all of the transcription factors are not known, the inability to infer the direction
of the regulation is a major limitation.
The application of regression techniques such as LASSO
[18] has led to development of several GRN inference methods that also allow edges to have direction [4], [19]. In general, the regression based methods make the assumption
that every gene is regulated by a comparatively small number of regulators. This biologically meaningful sparsity
assumption is then enforced by l1 -norm minimization techniques to select a small number of potential regulators from
a possibly large list of candidate regulators. This approach
is analogous to solving under-determined feature selection
problems, which is the original motivation for the invention
of the LASSO algorithm. In a typical problem instance, the
number of available samples is much smaller then the number of regressor variables (genes). To handle this underdetermined problem, these methods resort methods such as
‘1 -norm minimization for feature selection, and to some
model averaging or bootstrapping method to achieve
robustness. A tree-based ensemble method, GENIE3 [7] was
shown to outperform several other methods [1]. There are
other tree-based ensemble methods such as ADANET [20]
that employ gradient boosting of regression trees. The
ANOVA based method [8] performs well in some cases but
depends on additional perturbation data. In addition, there
exist meta-approaches that combine two or more of the
GRN inference methods to get a better prediction [21]. In
fact, a recent paper [1] argues that combining multiple
approaches yields a better GRN, and terms this phenomenon as “the wisdom of crowds.” The reader is referred to
[1], [22], [23] and references therein for a detailed review.
The methods reviewed thus far rely on steady-state gene
expression data. A variety of methods such as Bayesian
Model Averaging [24] or ODE based modeling [24], [25], [26]
are employed for time series gene expression data. In addition to the described approaches that rely on gene expression
values, there exists a body of work that uses sequence alignment to search for transcription factor binding sites in the
promoter region of a gene to determine the regulation. Some
papers that pursue this approach are [27], [28].

2

THE BLARS APPROACH

2.1 Problem Formulation
It is assumed that the expression value of a gene is a
weighted linear sum of possibly nonlinear functions of the
expression levels of its regulators. Formally, let y 2 Rm1
denote the vector of expression levels of a gene in m different samples, and let A 2 Rmn denote the matrix of gene
expression levels of n candidate regulator genes in the same
m samples. Then as per our assumption, we can write
y ¼ ½c
c1 ða1 Þ . . . cn ðan Þw;

(1)

where ai denotes the ith column of the matrix A. Further,
c i ðÞ is a nonlinear basis function that captures the manner
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in which the ith candidate regulator gene regulates the target gene. These functions are assumed to be continuous. The
weight vector w ¼ ½w1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wn T denotes the strength of
these regulations. So the assumption is that if wj is zero then
gene j does not regulate the target gene. This is a generalization of the formulations presented in previous work; see e.g.
[7]. Typically, within the regression class of GRN inference
algorithms, (1) is solved using standard linear regression
techniques such as LASSO [18], so as to yield a sparse weight
vector w. The sparsity assumption is based on the biological
observation that any gene has only a handful of regulators
from possibly very large number of potential regulators. To
get the complete GRN, (1) is solved for each gene in turn by
treating the remaining genes as potential regulators.
In order to simplify the linear regression problem, most
algorithms typically make the assumption that all of the regulation functions ci ðÞ are the same; most often they are all
chosen to be linear. In biological networks, however, different regulators can regulate the target gene in different ways.
But simply allowing multiple options for the regulation
function of each candidate regulator gene is computationally infeasible, because this would result in an exponential
number of instances of equations (1). If there are k choices
for each ci ðÞ, there will be kn versions of (1) to be solved. In
this work, we present a strategy to solve (1) only once, but
still permit each regulator to choose from k possible regulation functions. These possible regulation functions need to
be specified a priori.
Let us consider the general model presented in (1) and
assume that there are k possible choices for the basis function ci ðÞ. Given these possible k choices, say f1 ; f2 ; . . . ; fk ,
we apply these functions to every column ai of A. This leads
to the following formulation:
b
y ¼ ½f1 ða1 Þ; f2 ða1 Þ; . . . ; fk ða1 Þ; . . . ; f1 ðan Þ; f2 ðan Þ; . . . ; fk ðan Þ b
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
b1

bn

¼ Xb
b;
(2)
where X 2 Rmnk , b 2 Rnk1 , and each block bj is of size k
representing all possible ways in which gene j can regulate
the target. Similarly, one can also partition b commensurately into n equal partitions of size k. This formulation
allows a regulator to choose a function from a predefined
collection of k functions. Now we wish to select at most one
column from any block bj corresponding to the function
that best captures the regulation mechanism. In other
words, we seek a sparse solution of (2) such that at most one
entry of any block bj of b is nonzero. If all entries of a block
bj are zero, then the jth candidate regulator does not in fact
regulate the target gene.
This requirement is quite different from what existing
group based feature selection techniques such as Group
LASSO [29] attempt to achieve. Specifically, the Group
LASSO algorithm selects or rejects an entire block (group) of
features by adding the block-wise l2 -norm of the vector b as
an regularization term to the objective function. However,
the problem formulation (2) requires the algorithm to select
at most one feature from a block instead of selecting all the
features from a block. Therefore the Group LASSO can not
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be used to solve this problem. A variant of the Group LASSO
algorithm, namely the Sparse Group Lasso algorithm [30],
aims to promote both the selection of a small number of
blocks, as well as sparsity within the selected blocks (groups)
of variables. The Sparse Group Lasso algorithm uses a convex combination of the group wise l2 -norm of the b and
l1 -norm of the b vector. However, while the Sparse Group
Lasso algorithm can promote “within group sparsity” by
controlling the regularization parameter, it can not guarantee
the selection of at most one feature per group, which is the
requirement of the present problem formulation.
In order to achieve this objective, we propose a modification of the least angle regression [11] model selection
technique. There are several advantages of choosing the
LARS algorithm for the problem of GRN inference. First,
it is possible to modify the LARS algorithm to yield the
required block sparsity structure in the b vector. Second,
LARS algorithm has low computational complexity i.e.
equal to the ordinary least-square algorithm. Third, it is
numerically efficient when the number of covariates is
greater than the number of samples, a situation typically
encountered in the GRN inference problem. These properties of the LARS algorithm makes it very suitable to our
purpose. However, we note that the LARS algorithm
could be susceptible to noise in the input data. The
greedy step wise nature of the LARS algorithm adds a
new feature to the model at every successive step. In the
context of our problem, at every consecutive step LARS
selects a regulator that reduces the residual (error) of the
model. Next we first describe LARS algorithm briefly and
then present our proposed modification.

2.2 The LARS Agorithm
LARS builds upon two regression methods, namely Forward Stepwise Regression and Forward Stagewise Regression. These classical model selection techniques first choose
a set of predictors from a given collection of predictors, and
then build a linear model based on the selected set. LARS is
a “stylized” version of the Forward Stagewise Regression
method. By exploiting the geometry of the covariate selection procedure, LARS derives a formula that allows the Forward Stagewise Regression method to take much larger
steps; however LARS remains less greedy than the Forward
Stepwise Regression algorithm described below.
Let us suppose without loss of generality that the
response and covariates are normalized
so as toP
have zero
P
m
y
¼
0,
and
mean and unit length, that is, m
i
i¼1
i¼1 Xij ¼
2
0; kXj k ¼ 1; for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nk where k  k denotes the l2
^ denote the current regression coeffinorm of a vector. Let b
cient, and define the corresponding prediction vector
^ . Also, let c
^ denote the vector of the current correla^ :¼ Xb
m
tions of the residual with the covariates, that is
^ ¼ cðm
^Þ
^ Þ ¼ X T ðy  m
c

(3)

^ Þ is proportional to the correlation
such that c^j ¼ XjT ðy  m
coefficient of the jth covariate with the current residual.
^ ¼ 0, the two
Starting from the zero prediction vector m
classic algorithms proceed in the direction of the covariate that has highest current correlation in the following
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iterative fashion:
^
i ¼ argmax jc^j j and update m
j

^ þ g i  signðc^i Þ  Xi
m

(4)

with step sizes g i . The value of g i is set to a small fixed value 
in Stagewise Regression and to jc^i j in Stepwise Regression.
Thus Forward Stepwise Regression takes an overly greedy
stance, selecting the predictor Xi that has the highest current
absolute correlation, while discarding all other predictors that
are highly correlated to Xi . On the other hand, Forward Stagewise Regression proceeds in a much more conservative fashion by taking very large number of small -sized steps while
selecting a covariate predictor. These large number of substeps make Forward Stagewise Regression a time intensive
algorithm. LARS essentially follows a covariate selection path
that is similar to the Forward Stagewise approach, but uses an
accelerated computation strategy that allows the algorithm to
add a new covariate to the model at every step of iteration.
^ ¼ 0, at every
Starting from the zero prediction estimate m
step, LARS successively adds one covariate to the current set
of selected covariates, referred to as the active set. However,
in contrast with the Stagewise and Stepwise methods, LARS
moves in a direction that is equiangular to all covariates in the
active set until a new covariate becomes equally correlated
with the residual. At this point, the new covariate is added to
the active set, causing a change in the LARS direction. Suppose A  f1; 2; . . . ; nkg denotes the set of currently active
indices. It is assumed that the covariates indexed by A are
linearly independent. Then in the next iteration, the LARS
^ A to
algorithm updates the current prediction estimate m
^ Aþ ¼ m
^ A þ g^uA ;
m

(5)

where g^ is the step size taken in the direction of unit vector
uA that is equiangular to active set covariates. The key idea
behind the LARS algorithm is that there exists a closedform formula for computing the step size g^ that makes a
new covariate to be equally correlated with the current
^ A,
residual. With the current estimate m
^ ¼ cðm
^ AÞ
^ A Þ ¼ XT ðy  m
c

(6)

is defined as the vector of current correlations. Furthermore,
denote the maximum absolute correlation by C^ ¼ maxj
ðj^
cj jÞ. Note that all active set columns have the greatest abso^ j 2 A. Let
lute current correlation, or in symbols, j^
cj j ¼ C;
sj ¼ signð^
cj Þ; j 2 A and define
XA ¼ ðsj Xj Þ;

j 2 A;

(7)

a submatrix of X whose columns are indexed by the active
set A and multiplied by their corresponding correlation
sign with the residual. Now let
T
XA and AA ¼ ð1TA GA 1A Þ1=2 ;
GA ¼ XA

(8)

where 1A is a vector of all ones with length jAj and AA is a
number that can be thought as a normalization factor. Then
the vector
uA ¼ XA ðAA G1
A 1A Þ;

(9)
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makes an equal and acute angle from all active set columns
and is of unit length. This can be seen as follows:

T 

kuA k2 ¼ uTA uA ¼ XA ðAA G1
XA ðAA G1
A 1A Þ
A 1A Þ
T T
1
¼ ðAA G1
A 1A Þ XA XA ðAA GA 1A Þ
T T
1
¼ A2A ðG1
A 1A Þ XA XA ðGA 1A Þ

(10)

¼ A2A ð1TA G1
A 1A Þ ¼ 1;
where the first step follows from (9) and the last two steps
use (8) and the fact that GA is symmetric matrix. Furthermore, a simple calculation show that the angle between uA
and the covariates of the active set is indeed equal, because
T
uA ¼ XT XA ðAA G1
XA
A 1A Þ

¼ AA ðXT XA G1
A Þ1A
¼ AA 1A :

(11)

a :¼ X T uA ;

(12)

a vector that measures the angle between the uA and allcovariates. Also define
^ A þ guA
m ðgÞ ¼ m

8g > 0:

(13)

Then the current correlation can be computed using by
(6) and (12) as
cj ðgÞ ¼ XjT ðy  mðgÞÞ
¼ XjT ðy  mA Þ  gXjT uA

(14)

¼ cj  gaj :
Similarly for any active set column j 2 A, the updated
correlation with the residual yields
jcj ðgÞj ¼ C^  gAA

using ð11Þ as j 2 A:

(15)

Now by equating (15) and (14), we arrive at the conclusion that for j 2 Ac , cj ðgÞ attains maximal value for
g ¼ ðC^  c^j Þ=ðAA  aj Þ or g ¼ ðC^ þ c^j Þ=ðAA þ aj Þ. Thus the
minimum positive step size is
(
)
C^  c^j C^ þ c^j
;
(16)
g^ ¼ minc
AA  aj AA þ aj
j2A
þ

c

2.3 Proposed Modification to the LARS Algorithm
In order to enforce the block sparsity structure on the chosen vector b , we propose the following modification of
LARS. Whenever a column from block bj of X is chosen in
the active set A, the remaining columns of that block are
excluded from all future computations of the successive
active coavariate in (16). As a result, at most one column
from any block is selected, leading to the desired block sparsity structure of b . If no column from the block bj is selected,
then the jth regulator does not regulate the target gene.
Now the weight vector w in (1) is obtained by performing a
block-wise OR operation on b . This means that if any entry
of the block bj is non-zero, then that value is assigned to wj ,
and the remaining components of w are set to zero. Thus
after L-steps, an ordered list of columns corresponding to
non-zero weights are generated.

3

Once equiangular vector uA is computed, the only thing
remaining is to calculate is the step size g^ . Let us define

such that a new index, say j^ 2 A , which minimizes (16),
enters the active set. Therefore the updated active set
^ expands in every successive step which is
Aþ ¼ A [ fjg
akin to adding a new covariate to the model. The updated
absolute correlation is jcj ðgÞj ¼ C^  g^ AA that means that the
correlation of all active set columns reduces by an equal
amount. Note that in addition to providing the selected
covariates, the LARS algorithm also presents the covariate
selection path, an ordered list of columns, which is utilized
by the downstream scoring method in the bLARS algorithm. The reader is referred to [11] for a detailed description of the LARS algorithm.
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Fig. 1 shows an illustration of the bLARS algorithm. First, a
gene is designated as a target gene and then its regulators
are predicted for several bootstrap runs. A scoring method
is employed to aggregate the predictions over all bootstrap
runs yielding a score for each candidate regulator. It is
worth noting that the bootstrap runs for each target gene
are independent and can thus be carried out in parallel. The
overall GRN is a collection of these individual target genes
and their selected regulators. A description of individual
steps of the algorithm is given next.

3.1 Bootstrapping
The bLARS algorithm uses bootstrapping in order to obtain
a more reliable selection of the regulators. In general, the
bootstrap procedure [31] is used to estimate the parameters
from the empirical distribution. In simple terms, bootstrapping means generating multiple sets of samples from the
observed samples by resampling, and then computing the
parameter of interest for each resampled set. Finally, an estimate of the parameter in question is obtained by averaging
over all of the resampled sets. In resampling, samples are
randomly selected (uniformly at random, with replacement)
from the observed samples. The bootstrapping technique is
frequently applied to get stable results in the case of underdetermined problems [32]. In the current bLARS implementation, the resampling is performed r ¼ 500 times. In each of
these bootstrap runs, y and A are chosen uniformly at random with replacement from the given gene-expression
data. Subsequently, the LARS with the proposed modification is utilized to select the regulators for each of these bootstraps. Finally, the results of all bootstrap runs are
aggregated using an area-based scoring [4] technique that is
described later in this section. Note that the bLARS algorithm employs bootstrapping only to select the high-confidence regulators for each target gene, and it does not
aggregate over many bootstrap networks which is a characteristic of the ensemble methods. The selected genes still
maintain the intuition of being regulators of the target gene.
3.2 Modified LARS Based Regulator Selection
The key differentiator of the bLARS algorithm is that it permits different regulator functions for different candidate
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Fig. 1. A flow chart of the bLARS algorithm. First, a gene is designated as target (y) and rest are treated as potential regulators (a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; an ). Then,
the steady state gene-expression is resampled for r bootstrap runs. For each of these runs, modified bLARS algorithm is utilized to select the
regulators from all the candidates. Finally, an area based method is used to aggregate the prediction over all bootstrap runs to produce the final GRN
for the target gene. These steps are repeated for each gene in turn to get the overall GRN.

regulators. The possible regulation mechanisms are captured by basis functions f1 ; f2 ; . . . ; fk described in Equation (2). The current implementation of bLARS contains five
basis functions, namely: linear, logistic up-regulation, logistic down regulation, cubic and square root. The proposed
LARS modification (Section 2.3) selects L possible regulators from the set of all possible candidate regulators after L
steps. Thus the parameter L represents the average number
of transcription factors for the given organism. In the algorithm, the number of LARS steps i.e. L was set to 25. The
number and type of basis functions as well as value of the
parameter L can be specified by the user.

frequency of its selection over several bootstrap runs. This
scoring method exploits the ordering information about the
selection of the regulators that is provided by the LARS
algorithm. This is achieved via area based scoring method
as follows.
Let fil ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n l ¼ 1; . . . ; L be cumulative selection
frequency of ith regulator in the lth LARS step. The average
here was taken over all bootstrap runs. Then the score for
each regulator is defined as

3.3 Area-Based Scoring
The objective of the area-based scoring method is to assign a
score to each candidate regulator corresponding to the

which is simply the sum of cumulative selection frequency
averaged over L LARS steps. For illustration, a simple toy
example is shown in Fig. 2. The example shows the

si ¼

L
1X
f ;
L l¼1 il

Fig. 2. An illustration of the area based scoring method. The cumulative selection frequencies of only two regulators i and j are shown. The jth regulator
achieves higher score than the ith regulator, that is sj > si , even though both of them have same overall cumulative selection frequency of 0:9.
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cumulative selection frequencies of two regulators over five
LARS steps. The values fi1 ¼ 0:4; fi2 ¼ 0:5 mean that, over
all bootstrap runs, the ith regulator was selected 40 percent
of the time in the first LARS step and 10 percent of the time
in the second LARS step. That is why the cumulative selection frequency fi2 is 50 percent. Now the score si has a natural interpretation of the area under the cumulative selection
frequency curve normalized by the total area L. The score si
is assigned as the edge weight of the regulator i and the target gene. Clearly this score not only takes into account the
overall selection frequency of a transcription factor but also
rewards the selection in the earlier LARS steps. This method
is less sensitive to the number of LARS steps than simple
ranking based on overall selection frequency fiL . In earlier
work [4], area based scoring was used in the context of
stability selection [33]; however, its application to bootstrapping is new.

3.4 bLARS Implementation
The pseudo-code for the bLARS algorithm is given below.
Here Aj refers to the jth column of the matrix A, and AI is
the submatrix that contains only the columns of A that are
members of the index set I. Suppose that the input data
0
matrix A 2 Rmn and the indices of the transcription factors
I are given. Then for each target gene i, and bootstrap run j,
the respective values of y and A are obtained by resampling
from the expression of the target gene Ai and the expression
values of the remaining transcription factors AfInig . At this
stage, the modified LARS algorithm is invoked to return an
ordered list of selected transcription factors denoted by Sj .
Finally, after all bootstrap runs, the matrix S is passed to the
area based scoring method that assigns a score between 0
and 1 to each transcription factor to the target gene edge.
Algorithm 1. bLARS Pseudo Code
0

1: Input: A 2 Rmn ; I  f1; . . . ; n0 g; jIj ¼ n "m samples, n0
genes, Index of n tx-factors
" Number of bootstraps and LARS steps
2: Set r; L
0
" Adjacency matrix of the GRN
3: Initialize W 2 Rnn
" For each target gene
4: for i
1; n0 do
" Initialize selection matrix
5:
Initialize S 2 Rnr
" For each bootstrap run
6:
for j
1; r do
7:
y ¼ resampleðAi Þ; A ¼ resampleðAfInig Þ " Resampling
"Returns selected tx8:
Sj ¼ modified-blarsðy; A; LÞ
factors
9:
end for
" Area based scoring
10:
Wi ¼ area-scoreðS; L; rÞ
11: end for
" Adjacency matrix of the GRN
12: Output: W

The time-complexity of the algorithm depends mainly on
LARS which takes OððnkÞ3 Þ for each target gene where n is
number of transcription factors and k is the number of basis
functions. Thus the overall time-complexity of the algorithm
is Oðn4 k3 Þ. A Matlab implementation of bLARS and bench
mark DREAM5 datasets are made available at the web site
http://sourceforge.net/projects/blars. As mentioned above, the
computation is completely parallelizable and can be carried
out simultaneously on several machines in a cluster. Also,
implementing bLARS in a more efficient low level language
such as C would reduce the CPU time even further.

4
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RESULTS

4.1 Input Data: DREAM5 Networks
The inferencing of GRNs has been quite an active area of
research during the past decade. Consequently, a community based consortium called “Dialogue for Reverse Engineering Assessments and Methods” (DREAM) [34] has
emerged. The DREAM consortium holds international
reverse engineering challenges, providing standardized
common input datasets and performance evaluation metrics
to compare different approaches. The DREAM datasets
have become a standard benchmark in the GRN inference
community and are frequently used to assess the performance of new algorithms [4], [7], [35]. The latest DREAM5
challenge has released three gene-expression datasets and
corresponding gold-standard networks, namely: in silico, E.
coli and S. cerevisiae. In this paper, these networks are also
referred to as Network 1, Network 2, and Network 3 respectively. The topology of the synthetic (in silico) network is
based on the sub-networks of the model organisms which
accounts for the network features such as the feedback
loops and indirect interactions. The gene expression
simulation is based on detailed kinetic model of the generegulation, capturing both independent and synergistic
interactions, transcription and translation dynamics, and
stochastic noise. An additional source of noise based on the
observed noise models in the microarray data is added to
the synthetic data generation process [10]. The simulation is
done with the GeneNetWeaver [36] tool. The DREAM consortium has not revealed in silico simulation settings, and
anonymized the E. coli and Yeast (S. cerevisiae) datasets.
The input gene expression and gold-standard networks
for these organisms were obtained from DREAM5 website
[10]. The in silico data contains simulated gene-expression
values of 805 samples for 1,843 genes. Out of these 1,843
genes, 195 genes are designated as transcription factors, that
is, potential regulators. The E. coli dataset has gene-expression values of 805 samples for 4,511 genes including 334
designated transcription factors. The Yeast dataset has
expression level of 536 samples for 5,950 genes that includes
333 transcription factors. In all of the inferred networks,
only the transcription factors were treated as potential regulators for each target gene. The gold standard GRNs for in silico, E. coli and Yeast have 4,012, 2,066 and 3,940 edges
respectively. Note that the E. coli gold-standard GRN has
fewer edges than the other two networks. In addition, the
DREAM dataset provides the empirical null distribution of
AUROC and AUPR scores simulated over 25,000 randomly
generated networks. The p-value of the predicted GRN is
computed with respect to these null distributions. A detailed
description of the input datasets, gold standard networks
and the null distributions can be found in the supplementary
information, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TCBB.2015.2450740, of the DREAM5 paper [1].
4.2 Performance Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the results of the GRN inference algorithms, we
used the standard performance metrics recommended by
the DREAM challenge, namely the Area under receiver
operating characteristic (AUROC), and the area under
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Fig. 3. ROC and PR curves for the Network 1. The respective AUROC and AUPR and p-values are shown in the title. The network score of the
Network 1 can be calculated by (21) i.e. NW Score1 ¼ 0:5log 10 ð1:87  1053  6:19  10195 Þ ¼ 123:46.

precision recall (AUPR). Using these metrics, the predicted
network edges are compared against the gold-standard network edges, treating it as a binary classification task. To calculate both of these metrics, predicted GRN edges are first
sorted by their weights; then the true-positive (TP) and
false-positive (FP) rates are defined as functions of the top k
edges in the sorted edge-list of predictions, as follows:
TPRðkÞ :¼

TPðkÞ
;
P

(17)

FPRðkÞ :¼

FPðkÞ
;
N

(18)

recallðkÞ :¼

TPðkÞ
;
P

(19)

precisionðkÞ :¼

TPðkÞ
;
k

(20)

where TP(k) is number of predicted edges among top k
edges that are also present in gold-standard (GS) network;
FP(k) is number of predicted edges in top k edges that are
not in GS, while P and N are number of positive and negative (absent) edges in GS respectively. Now, one can plot
the TPR(k) vs. FPR(k) and precision(k) vs. recall(k) rates for
k ¼ 1; . . . ; K, where K denotes the total number of edges
predicted by the algorithm, to obtain ROC and PR curves
respectively. In other words, each value of k generates a
point on the PR and ROC curves. Intuitively, these rates corresponds to the sensitivity (precision) and specificity (recall)
of the predictions considering only top k edge predictions
for k ¼ 1; . . . ; K in the ROC (PR) curve. The areas under
these curves are used as metrics to measure the performance of a GRN inference algorithm and is referred to as
AUROC score and AUPR score.

Further, an empirical p-value is computed for each
predicted network using as the background null distribution the AUPR and AUROC values of 25; 000 random
networks generated in the DREAM5 challenge. To
compare the performance of these algorithms on individual networks, one can define a network score as the
average of (the decimal logarithm of) the p-values of
AUROC and AUPR of the network wise predictions. This
simply reflects how well an algorithm performs on
individual networks
1
NW Scorei ¼  log 10 ðp-AUROCi  p-AUPRi Þ
2

(21)

The Fig. 3 shows the ROC and PR curves, their respective
AUROC and AUPR scores and p-values for the synthetic
network i.e. Network 1 to illustrate the score computation
procedure.
Next, the AUROC and AUPR scores are obtained by taking the average of the decimal logarithm of the p-values of
all three networks, respectively
AUROC Score ¼ 

AUPR Score ¼ 

3
1X
log 10 ðp-AUROCi Þ;
3 i¼1

(22)

3
1X
log 10 ðp-AUPRi Þ:
3 i¼1

(23)

The AUPR and AUROC scores measure how well an algorithm performs across the network using AUPR or AUROC
as the performance metric. Finally, the overall score is just
the mean of these two scores. Intuitively, the overall score
measures the overall performance of an algorithm across
different networks averaged over both the AUPR and
AUROC metrics.
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Fig. 4. Network-wise performance comparison of the bLARS algorithm with DREAM5 top performers. A higher score means better performance.The
overall score is the average of all the three network wise scores.The bLARS achieves the highest overall score, and highest network wise scores for
the synthetic and Yeast networks.

4.3 Performance of bLARS
The performance of the bLARS algorithm is first compared
with the three top performing algorithms in the DREAM5
GRN inference competition, namely: GENIE3, ANOVA-h2
and TIGRESS. The GENIE3 algorithm is based on ensemble
of regression trees, TIGRESS is a regression based method
with stability selection, and ANOVA-h2 method utilizes h2 ,
a nonlinear correlation measure based on ANOVA. The
overall scores as well as scores on individual networks are
shown in Fig. 4. The bLARS algorithm achieves a higher
overall score than these three state-of-the-art algorithms.
The remaining three panels compare the performance of
these algorithms on three individual datasets. Note that
bLARS outperforms the other there algorithms on the in silico and Yeast networks, and ranks third in the case of E. coli
GRN. The ANOVA-h2 performs best on the E. Coli network.
However, it is noteworthy that the ANOVA-h2 algorithm
takes additional meta-data into account to infer the GRN.
Specifically, ANOVA-h2 makes use of perturbation data
such as gene-knockout or over-expression of specific transcription factors. This type of information requires additional elaborate experimentation, limiting the applicability
of the algorithms that depends on the additional meta-data.
Next we expand the scope of the comparison, wherein
the performance of the bLARS algorithm is compared with
the all 29 algorithms that participated in the DREAM5 challenge. These algorithms can be divided into two categories:
1)

The first category comprises the algorithms that
either seek additional information generated by perturbation experiments, or combine multiple GRN
inference algorithms. Application of the former type
of algorithms is limited as the perturbation information needs additional experiments. Further, the latter
type of “meta-algorithms” are distinct from novel
individual methods. Indeed, a recent DREAM

consortium paper [1] argues that a “community
network,” which is obtained by integrating results of
the individual methods, is better than the most of the
individual methods. This phenomenon is attributed to
the complementary strengths of algorithms belonging to different classes. Therefore, these “meta-algorithms” are in a sense “community methods” albeit
based on only handful number of individual methods.
Examples of such algorithms are: ANOVA-h2 [8],
and methods annotated as META in Table 1.
2) The second category contains all the algorithms that
does not belong to the first category. Thus this category essentially consists of the algorithms that are
novel individual methods that do not seek any additional meta-data for the network inference. Examples
of such algorithms are: bLARS, ARACNE [3], CLR
[2], TIGRESS [4], GENIE3 [7] etc.
Table 1 shows the performance of the bLARS algorithm
along with all 29 algorithms that participated in the
DREAM5 challenge. The columns Synthetic, E. coli and
Yeast in the Table 1 show network-wise scores (21) of the
algorithms on the respective networks. Theses algorithms
are sorted in the decreasing order of their overall score, and
a subset of them that are relevant to the comparison are
annotated in the table. Further, the score of any individual
method that is higher than the network wise score of the
bLARS algorithm is highlighted in green. The remaining
algorithms either belong to the first category, or achieve
scores that are lower than the score of the bLARS algorithm.
It is clear that the bLARS algorithm out-performs every
other method in terms of the overall score, which measures
the average inference ability of the algorithm across different datasets/organisms. This suggests that bLARS is a versatile method that not only offers a simple interpretation of
the regulation, but also offers the best overall performance
among currently available methods.
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TABLE 1
Performance of the bLARS Algorithm Versus Performance of All the Algorithms that Participated
in the DREAM5 GRN Inference Challenge

It is also to be noted that the performance of the almost
all the algorithms decreases from the in silico network to
real organisms. This could be a consequence of the increasing complexity of the network from simulated network to
Eukaryotic GRN. Because of this pattern, the overall score
of all the algorithms is highly influenced by its performance
on the in silico network. The in silico gold-standard network
has far more edges (4,012) than the E. coli (2,066) or Yeast
(3,940) gold-standard networks. This is in contrast with the
fact that the total number of genes in the in silico network is
only about one-third of the Yeast network. The E. coli goldstandard network is the most sparse; perhaps this is a reason for the relatively poorer performance of the bLARS
algorithm.
It is observed that the bLARS algorithm does not perform as well on the E. coli data as it does on either Yeast
or synthetic data. To check the possibility that E. coli network may have higher number of average regulators per
gene, we ran the bLARS algorithm for 50 LARS steps

(Supplementary Information Fig. 2, available online), and
observed only a slight increase in the performance. We
speculate that the poor performance of the bLARS algorithm on the E. Coli data is partly because of the higher
degree of incompleteness of the E. coli gold-standard
compared to the Yeast or the Synthetic networks.

4.4 Basis Functions in bLARS
The primary objective of the bLARS algorithm is to accommodate linear and non-linear regulations that are known to
co-exist in biology. As mentioned previously, we have chosen five different functions, namely: linear, cubic, logistics
up-regulation, logistics down-regulation and square-root to
provide a wide range of regulation mechanisms. To demonstrate that bLARS leads to improved performance compared to using just one regulation mechanism for every
gene, we ran the LARS algorithm five times, once with each
of the above five functions, for 500 bootstrap runs. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear from the figure that
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Fig. 5. bLARS performance: Individual basis functions versus bLARS for various numbers of LARS steps.

none of individual basis functions themselves has a satisfactory score compared to bLARS. The choice of the four basis
functions, in addition to the linear function, is influenced by
the following reasons. The logistics regulation functions
were included as they occur in the kinetic modeling of
transcription regulation [37]. The cubic and square-root
functions were included to reflect the cases when target
expression grows slower or faster than the linear regulation
case. Because the rationale to use these basis functions is
based on the general transcription regulation mechanism,
the choice of the basis functions is agnostic to the organism
and the experimental techniques used to generate the gene
expression data. The choice of these functions is up to the
user and the performance would only improve if more basis
functions are added.

4.5 Effect of the Parameters on the Performance
of bLARS
There are two parameters in bLARS, namely: the number of
bootstrap runs r and the number of LARS steps L. Fig. 6
shows the effect of these two parameters on the bLARS performance. The figure shows network-wise scores to bring
out the effects for each individual network inferencing
problem. It is clear that the performance of bLARS is quite
robust to the number of bootstrap runs so long as it is larger
than certain threshold, typically around 200 runs. The
dependence of the performance of bLARS on the number of
LARS steps (L) is more subtle. One’s intuition dictates that
the performance would be optimal if the number of LARS
steps is close to the true average number of regulators in the
network; the performance would drop off if the number of

Fig. 6. Effect of the number of bootstrap runs (r) and the number of LARS steps (L) on the performance of the bLARS.
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LARS steps is either too small or too large. This is apparent
for the in silico and Yeast networks, but not for the E. Coli
network. However, as shown in Fig. 5, overall performance
is quite robust to the number of LARS steps as well.

5

DISCUSSION

The network perspective for studying biological systems and
disease has been gaining momentum during recent years. It is
being applied to a variety of areas including the stratification
of cancer tumors, and the prediction of clinical outcomes [38].
Gene regulatory networks can complement current analyses
that are primarily based on protein-protein interaction (PPI)
networks. Therefore, constructing GRN from experimental
data is an important problem that could potentially contribute
to our understanding of the basic biology of diseases.
In this work, a new regression-based algorithm named
bLARS is presented to infer a GRN from steady state gene
expression data. The key contribution of this method is to
offer flexibility in the choice of regulation functions for each
regulator-target gene pair. This distinguishes bLARS from
TIGRESS which is closest to the bLARS algorithm in terms of
the techniques used. Additionally, for the purpose of scoring,
the bLARS algorithm uses bootstrapping while TIGRESS
relies on the stability selection technique. Bootstraping and
closely related subsampling techniques are commonly used
in the systems biology community to address the availability
of only a small number of samples. On the benchmark
DREAM5 datasets, the bLARS algorithm achieves significantly higher overall scores than any other algorithm that participated in the challenge. Specifically, the bLARS algorithm
performs much better than the TIGRESS algorithm demonstrating the utility of the application of nonlinear basis functions. Indeed, if one were to exclude methods that rely on
perturbation data and meta-methods that combine two or
more existing techniques, then among all methods only
GENIE3 offers performance comparable to that of bLARS. As
evident from the results, the additional perturbation information improves performance in the case of E. Coli, but does not
offer similar performance gains in the case of in silico or Yeast
networks. Meta-algorithms that combine multiple approaches
would improve the inference even further. For example, one
can combine the bLARS algorithm with other algorithms to
get a new algorithm. This is why meta-algorithms are
grouped into a category distinct from individual methods.
We note that the use of multiple basis functions in the
bLARS algorithm results in the improved performance, but
at the cost of more computation time. However, the formulation of the bLARS algorithm is very amenable to the parallel
computing; thus total serial “wall clock” computing time
should not be a major concern. The current Matlab implementation of the bLARS algorithm takes about 7, 15 and
13 hours on the synthetic, E. coli and Yeast networks respectively for the recommended 200 bootstrap runs on a 12 core
Intel Xeon 2.67 GHz machine. If one were to run bootstraps
in parallel then the computing time reduces linearly. For
instance, the presented results were generated with four parallel workers; thus the total computation time was reduced
to approximately one-fourth. The current implementation of
the bLARS algorithm takes about twice the time of the
TIGRESS algorithm, if run in the serial manner. The GENIE3
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and ANOVA-h2 algorithms are implemented in C; therefore
they run faster; a C implementation of bLARS algorithm can
also achieve a similar performance gain.
The problem of learning the interaction structure from
data without any prior information is very difficult [39]. However, in many of the problems, including the problem of
GRN inference, it is reasonable to assume that the interaction structure is sparse. In the context of GRN inference, the
sparsity assumption means that every gene has only a small
number of regulators, which seems quite reasonable. The
proposed bLARS algorithm also makes the same assumption, as do several other current GRN inference algorithms.
Unfortunately, the investigated problem falls under the
case where the number of samples are much smaller than
the feature dimension, also referred to as n < p case in the
statistics and machine learning literature. For such problems, theoretical guarantees of performance are available
only under fairly restrictive assumption on the near-orthogonality of the columns of the data matrix X, which are hard
to rationalize in the GRN inference problem. Because of this
situation, the proposed bLARS algorithm is currently a heuristic and theoretical analysis is left to future work. The
same is true of other GRN inference algorithms as well.
Another important issue is the validation of the inferred
network. The DREAM challenge has set up a good standard
framework for comparing different algorithms, but the
incompleteness of the gold-standard networks is a severe
limitation. The missing edges from the gold-standard networks may lead to the under-estimation of the number of
true positives. As more edges are added to the gold-standard network, the predicted true positives can either
increase (i.e. false positives could decrease) or stay the
same. This is because the number of predicted positive
edges is sum of the number of true positives and the number of false positives. Therefore, the incompleteness of the
gold-standard under-estimates the performance. This is
why one has to use simulated gene expression data for a
known gold-standard network to compare the performance
of network inference algorithms in addition to validating on
biological networks. The assessment of the performance
of different algorithms on real biological networks will
improve in future as evidence for more gold-standard edges
is gathered. In the interim, synthetic networks will complement the algorithm benchmarking experiments. Therefore,
it is crucial to use GRN simulation tools that account for as
many biological factors as possible. The synthetic network
in the DREAM5 challenge was generated via GeneNetWeaver tool [36] that attempts to account for the network complexity and the various sources of noise present in the
biological systems[1]. Further, the variability of the performance of the current state-of-the-art algorithms suggests
that there is no one algorithm that performs equally well on
all datasets. Therefore all of these algorithms can be thought
of as providing inputs to a meta-algorithm that relies on
“the wisdom of crowds” to create a consensus community
network. Also, the decreasing performance of all the algorithms from synthetic network to Yeast perhaps reflects the
increasing complexity of the underlying regulatory networks. Our method advances the current state of the art,
but there is still a long way to go before the problem could
be treated as completely solved.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a new algorithm called
bLARS to infer gene regulatory networks from steady state
gene expression data. Our algorithm provides for different
genes to have different regulatory mechanisms. The performance of the bLARS algorithm is compared with those of
several state-of-the-art GRN inference algorithms on three
datasets, namely in silico, E. coli and Yeast gene expressions.
A comparison of the results shows that bLARS has superior
overall performance. The algorithm does not require additional information such as perturbation information from
gene knock-down studies, and is robust to variation in its
parameters. The algorithm implementation and bench mark
DREAM data is also available as supplementary information, available online.
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